
Raidon iR8822 2xCD-ROM Bay 3.5-Inch Internal RAID Module for 2xM.2 SATA SSD

Equipped with LCD display and LED indicators, and providing RAID button setting for RAID-1 and
RAID-0 that improve data RW performance, and also can prevent system downtime caused by single
hard drive failure

Raidon Technology, Inc. announces the iR8822, a 2 CD-ROM Bay 3.5” Internal RAID module designed in 2 CD-ROM
bays for 2xM.2 SATA SSD (2242/2260/2280), and provides RAID mode button setting, has trays with key lock, and is
built in LCD display and LED indicators for system monitoring the hard disk status.

The iR8822 provides RAID button setting for RAID-1 and RAID-0 that  can improve data RW performance, and also can
prevent system downtime caused by a single hard drive failure. It is equipped with a readable LCD display and LED
indicators for system monitoring during operation so that users can check the status at all times. 

Besides LCD display, the iR8822 also provides monitoring utility to check the status so that users can know all of the
RAID status and disk capacity information. It also supports email notification function that it can send the message to
user automatically if the disk is removed or failed, allows users to do some response for the failure to remedy the
situation.
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The iR8822 comes with the company’s standard hot-swappable drive tray with lock to secure the drive in place, and to
protect the data safely. Besides, it is equipped with the 6cm silent fan for the heat dissipation and to extend the usage
cycle of hard drives. It is fits in 2 CD ROM bay drive size that can match servers, industrial computers and
workstations.

Features:

Supports 2xM.2 SATA SSD 

Supports RAID mode button for RAID-0/1 

Built in LCD display and LED indicators 

Hot swappable drive tray with key lock 

Silent fan for heat dissipation 

Provide Software monitoring program for status check
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